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Kodiak Capital Group Announces
Increased Fund Allocation for AtThe
Market (ATM) Transactions

A leading investor in equity line of credit (ELOC) transactions, Kodiak offers a
variety of financing solutions to public companies

NEWPORT BEACH, CA(April 15, 2017)Kodiak Capital Group, LLC (“Kodiak”), a leading manager of
multiple funds focused on making venture investments in public companies, today announced that it is
allocating a larger portion of its funds to “atthemarket transactions” (ATMs), including equity lines of
credit (also known as standby equity distribution agreements), which currently represent 15% of
Kodiak’s portfolio. According to market data firm Placement Tracker, atthemarket transactions have
become the most prevalent method for public companies to raise capital in recent years.
With a dedicated seniorlevel team, Kodiak continues to be a top provider of equity line offerings, having
originated more than 125 ELOC transactions since 2009 – more than any other similar fund – with 22 in
2016 alone. Kodiak’s additional portfolio investments consist of equity and debt holdings acquired from
creative proprietary structures, followon offerings including confidentially marketed public offerings
(CMPOs) and registered direct offerings (RDOs), initial public offerings (IPOs), and private investment in
public equity (PIPEs).
ATM transactions allow public companies to sell shares from timetotime based on the current market
price of their shares. ATMs have certain advantages over the traditional offering model, including timing
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and pricing control, minimal market impact, and minimal management involvement.
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Kodiak enables companies to raise incremental capital at the most opportune times to take advantage of
positive stock momentum and increased demand. Not only does the fund manager provide both
balance sheet and capital markets flexibility by offering continued access to the equity capital markets, it
allows public companies to better match sources and uses of funds for the foreseeable future.
Kodiak’s Managing Member Ryan Hodson said, “Atthemarket offerings are an important tool for an
issuer’s financing toolkit, providing greater control, allowing public companies seeking growth capital to
be more strategic in their approach, and affording them a greater measure of control over the process.
ATMs (including ELOCs) are much more flexible and tend to be less expensive than other types of
offerings, which can be critical for lower profile, emerging companies seeking to manage dilution to
existing shareholders.”
Kodiak became a consistent leader in equity line investing for almost a decade due to the capital
markets expertise of its management team and the strength of its advisory board, backend data support
staff, and broader distribution platform, which enables it to provide its portfolio companies with a
differentiated suite of strategic products.
“Because Kodiak has developed into a leading fund manager for equity line transactions, and due to the
increasing market demand for atthemarket transactions, we continue to see opportunities for our funds
to provide companies across all industries access to what we believe to be the most effective, efficient,
and accretive methods of raising capital,” stated Hodson.
“While equity lines represent a small portion of its business, Kodiak, as a solutionsoriented investor
dedicated to meeting the needs of its clients, remains committed to the product now more so than ever.
Our ability to innovate and adapt the structure across all sectors has enabled us to assist our portfolio
companies navigate unpredictable market environments and utilize costeffective ways to access the
capital markets. As a result, we have decided to allocate a larger portion of our capital to equity lines,
and we will continue to develop creative and strategic methods of utilizing ATM offerings to enhance our
portfolio companies’ cash and working capital needs.”

Connect With Kodiak Capital Group to Receive The Latest News

To discuss investment opportunities with Kodiak Capital Group, please contact:

Email Managing Member Ryan Hodson

Kodiak Fund Portfolio News:
XFit Brands, Inc. Shareholder Outlook 2017
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LAKE FOREST, CAMarch 29, 2017 / XFit Brands, Inc. OTCQB: XFTB, a global supplier of fitness,
impact sports equipment, and sports surfaces whose brands include Throwdown, Transformations,
EnviroTurf, and GlideBoxx, today announced that it is increasing its efforts to identify strategic recurring
revenue fitness companies and brand targets.

Click To Read The Full XFit Brands Press Release
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